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Volunteer Drive

Executive Summary
Metrics Performance summary

● In total, campaign activity delivered 43,748 clicks on ads
● 12,592 users (28.8%) went on to input interests and view the submissions 

page
● 12,204 (96.9%) of these users went on to click on a state button to see the list 

of organisations
● A total of $37,316 media spend was delivered giving is a $3.06 cost per state 

button click

Known challenges 
● Meta Spend Caps: being a new advertiser, Meta restricted delivery to 

$75/day. This has gradually lifted through regular payments and we are now 
allowed $378 p/day

● Additional search traffic was planned via the Google Ad Grants account 
however this was not available during the campaign

Key wins and growth
● Performance Max activity replaced the Google Discovery and Display 

campaigns in delivering a high volume of converting traffic
● New Meta ad sets utilising Advantage+ placements proved to perform better 

than manual placements and targeting selections

Next opportunities
● We recommend future activity utilise more tracking:

○ Identify which states received the most interest with event 
tracking

○ Implement UTM parameters on each organisation URL to allow 
charities to identify Charitable Recycling as a traffic referrer

Lead Metrics Google Ads Facebook Total

/volunteer-2023 page 36,821
clicks

6,927
clicks

43,748
clicks

/volunteer-2023-submi
ssion/ page

10,215
clicks

2,377
clicks

12,592
clicks

click on a state button 9,892
clicks

2,312
clicks

12,204
clicks
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Paid Media
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Google Ads
Search performance insights

● $31,584 media spend, 9,893 state button clicks, $3.19 cost per state 

button click

● Search activity drove the highest volume of impressions and clicks with 

high demand and interest, particularly through localised keyword 

variations (near me, local volunteer, where to…)

● Display and Discovery campaigns (image ads) were utilised in the first 

month of activity to uplift awareness.

○ Display activity was the least cost effective with the lowest 

conversion rate at 3.5% but delivered on its objective of 

providing high impression volume for awareness

○ Discovery converted well at 10.5% however, its high CPC led 

to a higher-than-average CPA of $7.38

○ These campaigns were ended when Performance Max was 

launched to avoid channel crossover

● The Performance Max campaign delivered the 2nd highest volume, 

capitalising on the combination of channels it serves across (search, 

youtube, display, discovery, gmail) and delivering a very reasonable 

$3.52 CPA

Summary
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Meta Ads
Meta performance insights

● $5,731 media spend, 2,312 state button clicks, $2.48 cost per state 

button click

● Meta activity launched targeting 2 audiences: Volunteering Interests  

and Charity Interests

○ These delivered high reach and impressions however the 

conversion rate was low and resulting cost per state button 

click was high (compared to Google) at $6.22

● For the second phase we removed the previous interest targeting and 

allowed Facebook to optimise to a broad audience (Advantage+ 

placements)

● This resulted in a 649% increase in conversion rate (2.0% v 0.27%) and 

85% reduction in cost per state button view ($0.92 v $6.23)

● For this activity, ad sets were segmented by message

● Ads with messages relating to making a difference eg ‘make a 

difference’ ‘positive impact’ had the stronger volume and 

performance closely matched by ads related to Career ‘boost your 

skills’ ‘enhance your resume’ etc

○ Ad copy report can be viewed here

● The resulting CPA on these new campaigns (numbered 3, 4 and 5 in 

the screenshot) ranged from $0.80 to $1.28, which is a fantastic result

Summary

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1EWOlRld5gYxzxO-W-ucReSjpKnYmi60s8iTzYX_Tfjw/edit?usp=sharing
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Demographic performance insights

● Impressions were highest through our target age demographic of 

25-44 delivering on our objective of increasing awareness to a 

younger audience

● 67% of impressions were served to women. This resulted in 62% of 

traffic from Google and 86% of traffic from Meta being from women

● Sydney and Melbourne delivered the majority of users 

Demographic Insight
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03.

Ad Previews
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Google Ad Samples
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Meta Ad Samples
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Thank you
Lyndell Day
Senior Paid Media Manager

@
reefdigital

Who we are?
At Reef Digital, we operate as an extension of your in-house digital marketing team. We make a positive and actionable impact 
on your strategic outcomes through reliable and transparent strategic solutions.

Our unique team structure, led by experienced digital strategists and marketers, allows us to deploy digital marketing and 
creative campaigns for non-profit, for-purpose, and for-good companies, both locally and globally.

We align your activities and objectives through Digital Strategy, Performance Media, SEO, Content Marketing, and Creative.

For over a decade, we have partnered with dozens of charities, and hold a leading Google Ad Grants Certification in APAC. We 
are truly passionate about meeting our clients where they stand, helping instigate true change with the simple aim of elevating 
your cause for the greater good.


